20 Years After The New Social Order, What Situations are Human Beings Facing?

Do We Miss the Old-School Motherhood?

It has been almost a full generation of women that has experienced a new method of living. Without the need of baring children, plus do not need to be afraid of the pressure from parental leave, and no worries with menstruation, new women has fought a position that couldn’t be achieved in the previous patriarchal system.

What about motherhood? Strangely, people doubted this so much when the FAHRS came out, but it seems that human beings in general loved their kids more, I mean, kids as a collective. Motherhood exists in a new perspective, it is broader, a spectrum of love where individuality seems insignificant.

President ULBITQUES has signed a exclusive deal with China about Visas and trades. Both States saw a significant increase in GDP in the last few years.

A Sneak Peak of The All New FAHRS: Larger and Taller and more advanced.
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DON'T WANT TO BEAR CHILD? AFRIAD OF THE PRESSURE AFTER PARENTAL LEAVE?

WITH THE BRAND NEW FAHRS, ALL THESE ARE PROBLEMS OF THE PAST!

GO TO YOUR LOCAL REPRODUCTION CENTER AND HAVE YOUR SPERM / EGG EXTRACTED!
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Senator Arue Discuss Tax Raise For Young-Generation funds in Meeting

During the ongoing senate meeting, Senator Arue raised the concern of future generations again. “Freedom of everyone is highly based on our current system, which all mature citizens should and have the responsibility to raise the next generation. The current funding for the young adults to get in the society is not enough, and this is not healthy for our system.” says Senator Arue. Currently every young adult gets around 10k USD as resettling fee for getting out of high school, or around 30k USD after higher education. “This is insufficient for young adult to settle in a new place.”

Mature citizens however, have different opinions about this after they have leave the communal home. People are arguing that the government is taking too much tax that it is impacting their daily life. On Twitter the topic #notaxraise has been on top for days.
Young generations are collectively raised together by
government and tax money.
Without the concept of families, young people could live
and study together and form their own communities. With
them getting mature, they would be transferred to another
school collectively.
Getting the balance between “public” and “private” life is
essential in these new complexes. Similar but different to
dormitories, school is integrated into the building and
become a part of it as a facility.

Being raised collectively doesn’t mean young generations
will lose individuality. For example, High school students
and up have lifted curfew time which means they can fully
experience the society after class. Most things remain the
same other than the collective home of young people.
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Bushwick has been filled with film production companies in the recent years. With a relatively large community, there are very limited spaces for the community to gather. Create a center for indie/far/vintage film can make this a hub that activates this community even more...
This facility utilizes multiple programs around films, providing both film enthusiasts and active workers in the industry a platform to communicate and gather.

Different programs are connected by a metaphorical film strip—a ribbon weaves through the site that also serves as a motion picture gallery to create a unique experience for visitors.

Files in Bushwick presents two programs for the featured films. One for the contemporary art-focused films which includes new indie art films, classic retrospectives, and time films, and other focused on the world classics series working in conjunction with our vintage film archive program, which also includes digital conversion and restoration of vintage films.

The continuous screen is made from the Ocean Plastics® as the main material. The screen can be projected with motion pictures with its supporing structure.